Centro “Il Ponte”
Via della Stazione, Giulianello - Comune di Cori
May 24, 2019 at 15.30
15.30 Welcome from the Mayors of the Municipalities of Cori, Rocca Massima, and Terracina
15.40 Grant Arte sui cammini: speeches from regional representatives Salvatore La Penna and Enrico Forte
15.50 Aristide Proietti, President of the Committee of management of the Natural Monument Lago di
Giulianello
15.55 Stefano Sciarretta GIA srl: 10 years of projects in the contemporary arts
16.05 Raffaella Frascarelli: presenting the works of Meridiani
16.15 Chiara Camoni: Between Land and Sky
16.25 Francesco Arena: Monolith Divided and Distant (113 km)
16.35 Eugenio Marchetti, staff Environmental Department of the Municipality of Cori
16.40 Enzo Mercuri, Principal of ICS “Cesare Chiominto” of Cori: workshop activity with students
16.45 Michele Trimarchi: Tools for Culture
At the end we will go towards the Natural Monument Lago di Giulianello which is about 4 km away.
At the lake, “the women of Giulianello” will sing the Natural Monument Lago di Giulianello: a walk along the
shores of the lake accompanied by the songs in hendecasyllables in the local dialect to celebrate the cultural
traditions, the stories and the imaginations of the millenary pastoral community of the area.
This immaterial sonorous heritage keeps alive the ties with the past of an enchanting territory little known to
the tourists, a path gifted with a timeless beauty, only in small part changed by man and largely still wild, that
extends through the Apennines (Lepini Mountains, and Albani Hills) and the hills, with breathless panoramas
of the Mediterranean Sea and the Pontine Islands.
While walking and singing, the women will teach the invitees and the participants how to gather edible wild
herbs: it will be an occasion to discover the legacy of a community that intertwines knowledge of woods,
pastoralism, and agriculture into one cultural, economical, and emotional resource .
Video Rai Scuola: L`Italia che risuona: il Lago Cantato
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